
A History of 
Regimes

Groups of Political Systems



Objectives

By the end of this lesson you should understand and be able to describe three 
different methods for classifying political systems:

1  Aristotle's six system model
2  the three world model
3  the five world model



Overview

This lesson is about classifying political systems.These lists are useful for a few 
reasons.
1. help us see how the world has changed
2. create opportunities to learn by comparing different systems
3. evaluate political systems and find areas to improve
4. help us understand modern political systems based ancient wisdom
 



Aristotle

Philosopher, scientist, teacher (384-322 BCE)
● taught by Plato
● Aristotle taught Alexander the Great, who 

built the largest empire at the time
● developed understanding of politics and 

purpose of government
● believed humans are by nature political 

animals



Aristotle’s Politics

What is the purpose of the state?
● not to provide security or create markets for wealth
● state has a moral purpose
● advance human development
● create the good life, happiness, for citizens

Why does he think so? 
We need to understand a little bit about Aristotle’s theory of knowledge.



Aristotle and Telos

TELOS means the final end or purpose of something. 
● According to Aristotle, everything has a final purpose.
● We can’t understand anything unless we include its telos.

Consider a knife. Describe the knife.
● talk about size, shape and materials
● need to describe its purpose: to cut things

What is the telos of a young horse, an acorn, a person?



Aristotle and Telos

According to Aristotle, the telos of a person is to live a good life.
What is a good life?

● To live a right life - virtuous 
● Virtue is not something to create. It is discovered.
● That is hard to do. Need the right material conditions.

The telos of the state and law makers … 
to provide education, laws and institutions that help citizens become good 
people who live happy lives



Aristotle and the State

What is the best form of political organisation?
His answer was so interesting and so complete, it was used in political analysis 
for 2000 years until Machiavelli.

He looked at two criteria:
● number of rulers and 
● who benefits from the ruler

He came up with six general types of regimes.



Aristotle and Six Regimes

Oligarchy means wealthy. Democracy means poor people. Polity, a mix, especially middle class.
● Oligarchy is bad - its claim to power is based on themselves. (i.e. we are rich and therefore we 

should have power).
● Democracy is bad - we are equal and free therefore should have equal share of power.

According to Aristotle, both are weak - they claim power based on personal status and not virtue.

Correct Regimes (rule for common good) Flawed Regimes (rule for own interests)

One person 1  monarchy 6  tyranny

Few 2  aristocracy 5  oligarchy

Many 3  polity 4  democracy



Aristotle and Six Regimes

What is the best system? - Monarchy  
● One virtuous leader is the model for people. Virtue is found through habit and choice, by finding 

the golden mean between excess and deficiency.

But the best is not always possible. Practically speaking, polity is the best 
realistic choice.
● the many rule in the interest of the community as a whole.



Characteristics of a Polity

Best ruled by a middle class.
Wealthy class too arrogant. Poor people too petty. Both will commit injustices. 

A political community that has extremes of wealth and poverty “is a city not of free persons but of 
slaves and masters, the ones consumed by envy, the others by contempt.”

Both groups struggle to avoid domination and thus create social instability.
● The middle class can rule and can be ruled. This group has balance and avoids the extremes of 

the rich and the poor. Rule by the middle class creates stability.



Radically New Classification System

By the end of WW2, political systems and institutions were far more complex 
than the world experienced by Aristotle.
A new classification was developed - mixed economic, ideological and strategic 
factors.
● first world
● second world
● third world





The Three Worlds

First Second Third

economic advanced industrialisation, high 
GDP

industrialised economically dependent, poor, 
agrarian economies

political liberal democracies one party states with ruling 
communist parties

authoritarian, military dictatorships 
or strong monarchies

ideological capitalist communist mixture

strategic US block, NATO Soviet bloc, Warsaw Pact non aligned, targets for influence, 
spheres of influence, or proxy wars



Three Worlds No More

Many changes have made the “Three Worlds” list less useful.
● emergence of wealthy oil states in the Middle East, like Saudi Arabia
● rapid economic in Asia, especially China and The Four Tigers
● expansion of liberal democracies in Asia and South America
● collapse of communist empire and revival of capitalism in Eastern Europe
● rise of Islam as a political force

How to make sense of political reality?



Five Worlds - Three Factors

Looks at political, social and cultural interplay. Many different kinds of 
questions:
1. western polyarchies
2. new democracies
3. East Asian regimes
4. Islamic regimes
5. military regimes



1. Western Polyarchies
North America, Western Europe, Australia/New Zealand

These countries have two main features:

1. relatively high tolerance of opposition: multi party political system, protection of civil liberties, 
check on government power

2. open political process: frequent elections to support or remove political leaders

Similar to liberal democracies, but changed the name because liberalism is sometimes seen as an 
ideology and actual political process is far less than a true democratic system.



2. New Democracies
Mostly post communist countries (e.g. Czech Republic) or states that have removed military 
dictatorships (e.g. Greece).
Typically have two features

1  multi party political systems
2  economic reforms to build a market economy

Experience varying degrees of success and transition problems:
● lack of civic culture (values to support democratic system) because of past oppression and 

censorship
● financial hardship in switch from state planning to free markets
● lack of state power to resolve social conflict

 



3. East Asian Regimes
Second half of the 20th century see world’s economic focus shift from West to the East.
Mostly modernisation, not westernisation. That means industrialisation and capitalism but not 
necessarily liberalism.

● focus on economic growth rather than political goals; prosperity and not personal freedom
● support for a strong state, ruling parties and authoritarian rulers
● generally lower tax rates and less capacity for welfare system
● less respect for individualism and human rights



4. Islamic Regimes
There are two kinds of Islamic states:

1 states that experienced an Islamic revolution (e.g. Iran 1979)
2  states that started as an Islamic nation (e.g. Saudi Arabia 1932)

A state controlled by religion is called a theocracy. All aspects of the political system are organized 
according to religious principles.

Generally, two categories of islamic states: fundamentalist and pluralist.
● Fundamentalists states like Iran and Saudi Arabia interpret the Koran teachings strictly and 

apply them the legal system and moral codes.
● Malaysia and Turkey are examples of where islam seems to coexist with some form of 

democracy and personal freedoms.

 



5. Military Regimes

Military dictatorships common in Asian and South America. Usually brutal and 
oppressive.
Two kinds of military dictatorships:
1  Junta, a government controlled by a committee of military leaders.

● frequent changes because of infighting
2  A personal dictatorship supported by the military

● North Korea and Fiji 



Conclusion

What did we do?
● Looked at Aristotle’s six types of regimes, 2 kinds of criteria and his idea about the purpose of 

the state.
● Looked at the three world model, which was based on political and economic factors. It is no 

longer a good description of the modern world.
● Looked at a five world model which takes into account political, economic and cultural variables.



Vocabulary
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